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The sphericity of a graph G is the smallest n such that the vertices in G can be 
mapped into unit-diameter spheres in n-space in such a way that two vertices are 
adjacent in G if and only if their assigned spheres intersect. The cubicity of G is 
defined similarly with unit cubes (edges parallel to the axes) used instead of unit- 
diameter spheres. In his study of molecular conformation, Have1 (Ph.D. disser- 
tation, Univ. of Calif., Berkeley, 1982) showed that there are finite graphs of 
sphericity 2 that have arbitrarily large cubicity, but he left open the question of 
whether there are graphs with sphericity greater than cubicity. It is shown here that 
such graphs exist for cubicity 2 or 3. The construction used to prove this 
generalizes to larger values for cubicity, but the proof technique does not. Hence it 
remains open whether there are graphs with large cubicities whose sphericities 
exceed their cubicities. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G = (V, E) be a graph with finite and nonempty vertex set V and edge 
set E, and let Yn and Ffi be, respectively, the families of closed unit-diameter 
spheres and closed unit cubes (edges parallel to axes) in Euclidean n-space. 
The sphericity of G, sph(G), is the smallest n > 0 for which there is a 
mappingS: I’-+ Yn such that, for all distinct u and u in V, 
{UP } E E *f(u) W(v) f 0. (1) 
Havel’s [2] study of sphericity-which was motivated by the application of 
combinatorial distance geometry to molecular conformation-included 
comparisons between sph(G) and the cubicity of G, cub(G), defined 
previously by Roberts [5] as the smallest n for which there is a mapping 
g: V+ SF,, such that, for all distinct u and ZI in I’, 
{u, v} E E 0 g(u) n g(v) # 0. 
Have1 observed that cubicity can exceed sphericity, as with the five-pointed 
star K1,5, where cub(K,,,) = 3 and sph(K1,S) = 2, but left open the question 
of whether sphericity can exceed cubicity. This note answers that question in 
the affirmative, albeit in a limited way. In particular, we construct graphs for 
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n E {2,3} for which sph(G) > cub(G) = n. It is also shown that, even though 
the construction applies to arbitrary n, the step in the proof that implies 
sph(G) > cub(G) for small 12 breaks down for larger H. 
It is known [2,.5] that both sph and cub are well defined. Roberts [S] 
shows that cub(G) < 12 1 V]/3 J, and this bound is best possible in terms of 
the cardinality 1 V] of the vertex set. Maehara [4] proves that sph(G) Q 
I VI - 1, that maximum sphericity for fixed I VI becomes unbounded as I V] 
gets large, and that sph(K,,,) < [N/2] + M for the complete bipartite graph 
K M,N with 1 <M<N. 
For the first few II, cub(G) = sph(G) = 0 if and only if G is a complete 
graph KN (convention: O-space is a point p with ,iaO = g0 = {p}), and 
cub(G) = sph(G) = 1 if and only if G is a unit interval graph [ 1, 61 that is 
not a KN. Since Y1 = 9Yr = { [ (r, CI: + 11: a E iR}, the first distinction between 
sphericity and cubicity appears at n = 2. Indeed, with K,,,,,,, the complete 
N-partite graph with parts of size 2, Have1 [2, p. 2341 shows that 
vW,,...,, ) = 2 when N > 2, whereas cub(K2.,,..2) = N by a theorem of 
Roberts [5]. Hence cubicity can be arbitrarily larger than sphericity. 
Although the ensuing theorem shows that sph(G) > cub(G) for some 
graphs, it is not presently known whether sphericity can be significantly 
larger than cubicity. It is also unknown whether there are G that have 
sph(G) > cub(G) = n for large II. 
2. THEOREM AND CONSTRUCTIONS 
THEOREM. For each II E { 2,3} there are G for which sph(G) > 
cub(G) = n. 
We begin the proof with constructions that yield intersection graphs that 
have sph(G) > cub(G). It is noted how this inequality arises for small n and 
why our approach fails for large n. The proof for n E { 2, 3) is completed in 
Section 3. 
Given n > 2, we first specify infinite families &;, and ~9~ of unit cubes 
within gn. For convenience, each unit cube is identified by its centroid c = 
CC I>...> cn). As usual, Z is the set of integers and, for real a, sgn(a) equals 1, 
0, or -1 if, respectively, a > 0, c1= 0, or CI < 0. The centroidal definitions of 
our two families are 
d, = {c = (il + i,..., i,++):Vl<j<n,ijEL}, 
Iill Ii, I 
i, + sgn(i,) 1 4-k,..., i, + sgn(i,) x 4-k : 
k=l k=l 
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dX fills R” with unit cubes whose corners are in 77”. When n = 2, dz is the 
checkerboard tiling of the plane, each unit square of which intersects eight 
neighbors, including four that touch only at corners. The centroids of the 
unit cubes in ~8~ are displaced from the lattice points in Z” in such a way 
that no two cubes in A!Yn intersect. For example, the ci for ~59~ lie in (0, 1 + a, 
-1 - b, 2 + &, -2 - h,...}. When n = 2, each unit square in .ZSz intersects 
exactly four squares in d*. The top diagram of Fig. 1 pictures the unit 
squares in J& U A?2 that lie within [-2, 2]*. 
For n > 2 and m > 2 let G,., be the intersection graph of the unit cubes in 
&” U 9,, that lie within the large cube [-m, ml’. The bottom diagram of 
Fig. 1 depicts G,.,. In general, G,., has (2m)” vertices for unit cubes in &n 
and (2m - 1)” vertices for cubes in AYn. By construction, cub(G,,,) < n and, 
since it is easily checked that G,,, has the complete n-partite graph K,,,,,,, 
as an induced subgraph (use the 2n cubes from J& that have an (n - 1). 
Ql3 94 aI5 al6 
G2.2 
FIG. 1. Intersection graph. 
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dimensional face in common with a fixed internal J$ cube), we have 
cub(G,,,) > 12. Therefore, 
cub(G,,,) = n. 
To explain the proof of the theorem, we first define the A-shell of G,,, as 
the set of its vertices on the boundary of &n f’ [-m, ml”, i.e., those whose 
defining unit cubes have ci E {-m + 4, m - 4} for one or more i. The A-shell 
of Gw in Fig. 1 contains the twelve ai around the border. We also define the 
B-interior of G,,, as the set of (2m - 3)” vertices for the 9,, cubes within 
[-m+ l,m- I]n. The B-interior of G,., is the singleton {b5}. 
The preceding construction and definitions imply that no vertex in the 
B-interior of G,,, is adjacent to any other vertex in the B-interior or to any 
vertex in the A-shell. However, B-interior vertices are adjacent to some of the 
vertices in &a n [-m, m]’ that are not in the A-shell. 
Since G,,, includes a K,,, and G, m includes a K,,6, sph(G,,,) > II for 
n E { 2,3}. Suppose, in fact, that sph(d,,,) = n. Letfbe a mapping from the 
vertices of G,,, into unit-diameter circles (n = 2) or unit-diameter spheres 
(n = 3) that satisfies (1) for G,,,. Then the B-interior circles or spheres lie 
within the area or volume bounded by the A-shell circles or spheres. This is 
easily checked for n = 2. For IZ = 3: each vertex c in &; f7 [-m, ml3 that is 
not in the A-shell is adjacent to 26 other A-vertices (6 sides, 12 edges, 8 
corners), and the spheres for these 26 (consider especially the 6 for the sides) 
must “surround” the sphere for c. Consequently, the spheres for vertices in 
J& n [-m, ml3 that are adjacent to no vertex in the A-shell lie inside the 
volume bounded by the A-shell spheres, and, since B-interior spheres 
intersect some of the interior A spheres, the B-interior spheres also lie within 
the A-shell boundary. 
It follows that, if sph(G,,,) = y1 for M E (2, 3}, then the area or volume 
covered by the circles or spheres assigned to the B-interior vertices is less 
than the area or volume bounded by the circles or spheres assigned to the 
A-shell vertices. Our proof for n E (2, 3) in Section 3 shows that this is 
impossible for suitably large m. That is, there will be insufficient space 
within the A-shell to accommodate the nonintersecting circles or ‘spheres for 
the B-interior vertices. 
Suppose it were true, in general, that sph(G,,,) > n, and consider volumes 
“bounded” by the A-shell spheres and covered by the B-interior spheres when 
it is presumed that sph(G,,,) = n. Since the volume of a unit-diameter sphere 
in R” is 2Pnrtn/2 /T(n/2 + l), the total volume of the mutually disjoint 
B-interior spheres is 
V,(n, m) = (m - 2)” 7Y”/r(n/2 + 1). 
Ignore the B(3J vertices of G,,, for a moment and consider the placement 
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of unit-diameter spheres for the A(dn) vertices of G,,, so that (1) holds for 
these vertices. We would like this placement to allow as much room as 
possible for the B spheres. With this in mind, partition the A vertices into 
two subsets of equal cardinality 2+‘m” according to the parity of centroid 
sums: 
A (odd) is the set of A vertices in G,,, for which [C ciJ is odd 
for the corresponding L& cube. 
A (even) is the set of A vertices of G,,, for which [C ci] is even 
for the corresponding dn cube. 
When n = 2, the unit-squares pattern of A (odd) and A (even) in the &‘* 
plane is like the black (odd) and red (even) squares on a checkerboard. For 
y1= 3, successive layers interchange the black/red pattern. One way to 
position the unit-diameter spheres for the A (odd) vertices is to treat them as 
solid balls and arrange these in a regular layered pattern so that two balls 
touch if and only if their vertices are adjacent in G,,,. An identical pattern, 
suitably shifted, can be used for the A (even) balls-which will cut into the A 
(odd) balls for adjacencies in G,,,. This arrangement for the A spheres 
approximates a cube in R” of length \/z rn along each edge (m “odd” 
spheres in each “row” whose centroids are fl units apart successively) 
when the interstices are filled in. Hence if Q(n, m) denotes the volume 
bounded by the A-shell that is available for the B-interior spheres, then the 
regular arrangement of A spheres gives 
V, (n, m) z 2ni2mn for large m. 
Clearly, if VR(n, m) > Va(n, m) for all possible arrangements of A spheres 
that satisfy (I), then sph(G,,,) must exceed n. With respect to the regular A 
arrangement of the preceding paragraph, 
Un, 4 
2nDmn = (1 -&)“(+)“-‘/r (I+ l), 
and this approaches (7r/2)““/r(n/2 + 1) as m gets large. Since the limiting 
ratio exceeds 1 for n E {2,3,4}, our approach suggests that sph(G,,,) > n 
for n E (2, 3,4}. This is rigorously proved for n E (2, 3) in Section 3. Cases 
for n > 4 remain open. 
On the other hand, since the limiting ratio of (7c/2)““/r(n/2 + 1) is less 
than 1 for all PZ > 5, the simple approach followed above and in Section 3 
does not settle the issue for larger n. There is, however, a further aspect, 
heretofore ignored, that may be useful for these cases. This is the fact that, in 
discussing V, for the disjoint B-interior spheres, we have not considered the 
volume covered by the interstices among the B spheres. It is known [3], for 
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example, that for large II the density of solid unit-diameter spheres packed 
into a very large sphere can be no greater than about 2-0.6n. This is much, 
much greater than the density of the regular A (odd) arrangement described 
above when y1 is large, and materially exceeds the best density-about 
2-6”-that has been achieved by explicit construction [S]. It is also known 
[7] that there exist packings with density near 2-“, though no construction 
yet exists for such packings for large n. A review of these and related results 
is given by Sloane [9]. 
In any event, if we use the known bound of about 2-‘.‘j” on the density of 
B spheres and replace VB(n, m) by 2°,6nVB(yt, m) in our ratio with the 
volume afforded by the regular A arrangement, then the limiting ratio as m 
goes to infinity is 
lim 
I 
2°.6n V&z, m) 
2n/2&l 1 = (2 In+* ‘W2)~yr (q + 1). 
Like the former limiting ratio, this one approaches 0 as n gets large. Hence, 
consideration of interstitial B volume cannot settle the issue for large n, but 
it may help with small n > 4. 
Finally, it may be advisable to consider explicitly the manner in which the 
B spheres must be positioned among the A spheres to yield the necessary 
intersections for (1). For larger n it may, in fact, be possible to satisfy (1) for 
G n,m with judicious positioning of n-dimensional unit-diameter spheres. If 
this were true then it would take care of G,., for large II and would provide 
evidence for the conjecture that sphericity cannot exceed cubicity when the 
latter is suitably large. 
3. PROOFS FOR nE { 2,3} 
Figure 2 shows that sph(G,,,) = 2. The sixteen A circles form a regular 4 
by 4 pattern; the solidly shaded circles are for b,, b,, b,, b,, and b, from 
Fig. 1; the lined circles in the four corners are for b,, b,, 6,. and b,, which 
are respectively equivalent to the four corner A vertices. We leave it as an 
exercise to show that sph(G,,,) > 2. The attack in the next paragraph shows 
only that sph(G,,,) > 2 for larger m, due to its accommodating calculations. 
Suppose sph(G,,,) = 2. The upper diagram of Fig. 3 shows a placement of 
unit-diameter circles for some A (odd) vertices. Centers of circles for 
adjacent vertices are connected by line segments of length at most 1. The 
area of each quadrilateral thus formed is at most 1. There are 
(m - 1)(2m - 2) full quadrilaterals for the 2m2 A (odd) circles, and 
4(m - 1) more arise when circles for A-shell vertices in A (even) are placed 
around the boundary (m - 1 along each “side,” ignoring even corners which 
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FIG. 2. sph(G,,,) = 2. 
n=2 
” 
FIG. 3. Quadrilaterals and tetrahedra. 
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are taken care of by adjacent odd vertices, as in the upper left of Fig. 3), for 
a total of 2m2 - 2. Since the entire area circumscribed by the A-shell circles 
(including some portions of those circles) is covered by the quadrilaterals, 
V,(2, m) < 2m2 - 2. 
As noted in Section 2, V,(2, m) = (m - 2)‘~ This exceeds 2m2 - 2 for 
m > 8, so sph(G,,,) must exceed 2 for all larger m. 
Suppose next that sph(G,,,) = 3. We shall obtain an upper bound on 
V,(3, m) by a tetrahedral covering of the space circumscribed by the unit- 
diameter spheres in the A-shell for any placement of spheres for the A 
vertices that satisfies (1) for the A vertices in G,,,. To do this, consider a 
suitable arrangement of spheres for the 2’m3 A (odd) vertices and the A-shell 
vertices in A (even). Such an arrangement consists of 2m layers, perhaps 
curved, of the planar configuration used for n = 2. In the 3-dimensional 
arrangement, centers of spheres of adjacent vertices are connected by line 
segments of length at most 1. In addition, within each layer, line segments 
are placed between centers in every other “row” in a common orientation as 
shown by the dashed lines from c to c’ and from d to d’ in the upper 
diagram of Fig. 3. We shall refer to these lines as diagonals. They are used 
for n = 3 because the four centers of cyclically adjacent spheres in a layer 
need not lie in the same plane. 
The lines between adjacent centers, and the diagonals, partition the space 
circumscribed by the A-shell into a number of tetrahedra of two basic types. 
Type I tetrahedra have one diagonal edge and five adjacent-center edges. Of 
the latter, two are in the layer of the diagonal, such as cd’ and d’c’ in the 
upper part of Fig. 3, and the other three extend from the three centers in that 
layer up (or down) to the mutually adjacent center in a neighboring layer. 
The Type II tetrahedra use six adjacent-center edges and have two centers in 
one layer and two centers in a neighboring layer. 
These ideas are illustrated by the bottom diagram of Fig. 3. The two 
centers labelled a, center b, and the five unlabelled centers are from the same 
layer. The three u centers are in the next higher layer and they are connected 
by the dotted lines. The planar segment bounded by the dotted lines has been 
removed to provide an unimpaired view of the layer below it. There are four 
diagonals in the picture, denoted D; three of these (dashed lines) are in the 
lower layer. Seven Type I tetrahedra are shown. Six of these use the three 
,dashed D’s; the other uses the dotted D. Its four vertices are the three U’S and 
the a in the central part of the diagram. There are two Type II tetrahedra. 
One of these has the two a centers and the front two u centers as vertices. 
The other uses the back two u centers, the central a, and b as vertices. 
Because the length of each edge in a Type II tetrahedron is at most 1, it 
follows from standard formulas that the volume of a Type II tetrahedron is 
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at most l/(6 fl). Th e volume of a .Type I tetrahedron can be slightly 
greater. In particular, routine analysis shows that the maximum volume for 
Type I is i, and this occurs when the five center-adjacent edges have length 1 
and the diagonal has length (+)“‘. 
There are 4m3 diagonals (2~2’ in each layer, 2m layers) and each of these 
has up to four Type I tetrahedrons, two above the layer and two below. 
Some of these around the border that use A (even) centers in the A-shell 
must have smaller volumes than $. The total volume of the Type I tetrahedra 
is no greater than 
i(4m3) 4 = 2m3. 
There are 4m3 A (odd) spheres, hence 4m3 A (odd) centers. Each center is 
a vertex in at most eight Type II tetrahedra. Since each tetrahedron has four 
vertices, there is an average of about two distinct Type II tetrahedra per 
center. By using an average of two we include odd pieces around the border 
involved with the A (even) centers in the A-shell. The total volume of the 
Type II tetrahedra is no greater than 
[l/(6 fl)](4m3) 2 = (2 &f/3) m3. 
It follows from the preceding that 
V,(3, m) < 2m3 + (2 &/3) m3 = [(6 + 2 \/z)/3] m3. 
The volume within the unit-diameter spheres for the B-interior vertices is 
V,(3, m) = (m - 2)” n3’*/T(3). 
Since rr”“/r($) > 4 > 3 > (6 + 2 \/2)/3, it follows that V,(3, m) > V,(3, m) 
for all large m. Since this is impossible if (1) is to hold for G,,, , we 
conclude that sph(G,,,) > 4 for all large m. 
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